SOLUTION BRIEF

Streamline and Save Time:

One Platform to Inform Your Next
Security Move
Uncover the potential risks in your tech stack all in one platform
and make an informed security plan.

Overview

Researching potential risks in your technology stack is time-consuming and challenging, with results that are often
scattered, inaccessible, and not clearly actionable. Cobalt now offers an effective way to navigate this task and make
informed decisions. 



Cobalt’s Pentest as a Service platform now integrates with MITRE’s CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) list
to enrich your asset data with known vulnerabilities and security exposures. Additionally, Cobalt’s Risk Advisory
Integration feature consolidates with the NVD’s CPE (Common Platform Enumeration) database to ensure universal
naming standards and clear, consumable information. 



These additions empower you to level up your threat assessment process, while making it easier for stakeholders
across the organization to understand security planning needs.


Key Benefits

Easy and Specific
Automated search functionality returns findings that relate to your specific assets.

Open and Collaborative
Risk advisory findings filter directly into the Cobalt platform in an easy-to-read table which
provides a transparent view of current findings and a reference of historical findings.

Actionable and Clear
Links to access patches, hotfixes, and risk advisory findings give you actionable and
clear next steps.

Offering Details

Automation that Saves You Time

Automatically search the CVE for tailored
risk advisories based on your assets.
Rather than spending time sifting through
layers of listings, the CVE integration
streamlines your research, saving you
time. You can focus on completing current
tasks without compromising future
planning.

Platform-Based Advisories and
Historical Data

A single information point for common
vulnerability advisories to increase your
organization’s collaboration. Your Risk
Advisory findings are housed right in the
Cobalt platform. This means there is a
single source of truth accessible to all
stakeholders without extra cost: everyone
has access to data at every step.

Access to Further Details and
Remediation Options

Enhance your find-to-fix cycles with easyto-access guidance. Your CPE and CVE
data is consolidated into one easy-to-read
table,

ensuring that you are using globally

recognized naming conventions. This
enables you to dive deeper into Risk
Advisories so you can better understand
needed next steps, and plan for future
fixes.

Ready to Get Started?

Request a Demo Today!

cobalt.io

